Pavlina Klemm & The Pleiadians

Message of the Pleiadians on the
current situation [Jan. 18th]

Dear people of the Earth!
In every second of your space and time increased cosmic frequencies come to
your planet Earth. The light frequencies are shining through the systems of
every human being who opens himself for his consciousness development and is
ready for it.
The cosmic light frequencies are also shining through every corner of this
planet. Dark beings and elements experience difficult situations and difficult
times. The time of dark beings and dark elements on this planet will soon be
over.
The light that is coming to the earth cannot be ignored.
Every day thousands of people are awakening, and their hearts are connecting
with each other by virtue of light and love. Every day the light of human hearts
increases, which are the key to spreading the lightful, divine power on this
planet. Every day children are born on this planet carrying the divine love and
the elevated cosmic consciousness.
Each child who arrives brings with him a part of his elevated consciousness and
a part of the consciousness of the divine source. Each child who arrives
increases the energy and light of his earthly family and environment. Every
child who comes to you and every child who lives on this planet is a gift from
God.
You are entering a New Age, new levels of light and a new future. You are
entering new frequencies of consciousness and new levels of consciousness that
you have not known before and in this body. The light revolution is
transforming the old systems into new structures. You are at the beginning of an
upheaval of systems that served the dark forces for millennia!
You are at the beginning of a new era that will bring even more light to this

planet. Every day drops of truth are coming to the surface. Every day the truth
flashes out more and more through the minds of human beings.
It is not an easy process, but this process brings success and peace to human
beings over time.
Please do not forget that the destructive systems on this planet have lasted for
thousands of years. It is not possible to change everything that exists within a
few months. It is a process that requires your increased trust and increased light
from your heart organs.
Each of you is also in a process of your own. Each of you has voluntarily chosen
this process in human heaven.
Each of you is going through your greatest, most important and most advanced
process of all incarnations on this planet so far. Each of you is in your personal
process and at the same time in the overall process. Each of you influences the
overall process, and each of you carries a part of the future of humanity in your
hands.
The Great Change comes when you have changed yourselves and found your
essence and your great light within yourselves. You are the change! Do not
forget this fact. Each one of you is important. Each one of you is great.
Do not wait for the change "out there" and start changing your personal system
for the positive. Your enlightened system connects to other enlightened systems
of other people.
Go out into nature often and start meditating at least a few minutes a day.
Through meditation, the systems of your mind, soul and body unite into one, and
your heart, at the moment of unification, is able to receive cosmic light and
distribute it throughout your system.
You thus become a vast cosmic light of this planet.
Through meditation you increase your intuition. Your intuition lets you know
what future decisions are right for you. Through intuition you can decide with
which people you want to continue your earthly path.
Live your best potential. Do what you do best. Your potential is a quality that
draws more light and more life energy into your life. Find what you do best and
what makes you stand out. You are connecting to the morphogenetic fields of
your own power and your own energy!
Even though it seems to many of you that the situation on this planet is
unfavorable, our look into your human future shows us that the future of
humanity will be bright, harmonious and peaceful.

The timeline of human development is spiraling and the direction is a positive
line, even though this line is obscured by the frightening news of the media. The
news of the media has frightened your soul and spirit and partially disconnected
you from your natural intuition. Please realize that this fact is part of the plans
of the dark forces.
Also, please be aware that the light and love present in human hearts are
stronger than the dark destructive elements. Do not forget that each one of you
originated in the light and each one of you comes from the light of the divine
source.
Realize that sooner or later love and light will expand completely on this planet
and everything dark that is here will undergo a divine correction.
Persevere in your positive and lightful actions. Stay in your power and in your
personal and holistic process. Only in this way you can spread your light.
We thank you for your courage and for being here on this planet.
We thank you for your perseverance and for your determination.
We thank you for the fact that your soul is in a human body right now.
We thank you for helping the overall development and light evolution of
humanity through your incarnation on this planet.
We are indescribably proud of you. With your incarnation here on earth, you are
also helping your family members who are currently in human heaven. You are
helping the healing of your family as a whole.
We wish you much strength for the year 2021. This year will be very full of
light from a cosmic point of view. From a human point of view, it will be very
revolutionary. Revolutionary in terms of consciousness.
We will always support you energetically when you ask us for help. We are with
you and we are looking forward to the amplified light that is coming radiantly
this year, connecting us with you in a lightful way.
We are looking forward to this moment. This year is going to be magical.
We wish you much happiness and peace in your hearts.
Your Pleiadian Light Companions

